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Folder Inserter

Your Interactive Mail Assembly Specialist

DS-64i

DS-64i

Your Mailroom Assistant
Automate your mail assembly with an intuitive, flexible folder-inserter
Companies are always looking for more efficient, productive and secure ways of streamlining the processing of their
business-critical communications. Ideally suited for businesses that are searching for a solution to automate a wide variety
of document sizes and types, the DS-64i folder-inserter will meet all company communication needs with ease.

DS-64i
1. High-Capacity Vertical Stacker
Preserves printing order and
holds up to 325 finished mail
pieces, so operators spend less
time unloading.

Thanks to its best-in-class scanning technology, the DS-64i can read any type of coding to automate variable page
assembly jobs to ensure the right documents are always sent to the right person. The DS-64i includes our flexFeed©
multi-format feeding technology to allow you to process all document sizes including inserts, reply forms and return
envelopes from a single tray.

Automated Document Preparation

Expand Your Mailing Process

Neopost's optional Output Management Software (OMS) adds
significant value by enhancing the formatting, personalization,
grouping, printing, barcoding, and addressing of your
documents. OMS works seamlessly together with the DS-64i
operating system to accurately assemble personalized mail
runs and jobs with a varying quantity of documents per
envelope. Merge different documents for the same customer
into one envelope to save money on postage costs.

To take your growing business further, the DS-64i is
available for upgrade with a Professional Package
license key. With the DS-64i Professional Package,
you will enjoy increased assembly speeds, folding
capacity, multi-sheet feeding capacity and increased
monthly maximum assembly volumes.

3. CIS Scanning
Ensures the right documents are
inserted into the right envelope,
every time.
2. Touchscreen Display
The DS-64i's 7-inch touchscreen
and wizard-based navigation
make system operation simple
and easy to use
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4. Feeders
Continuous operation is achieved by linking
feeders. If one feeder runs empty, another one
automatically takes over, allowing you to refill
on-the-fly as needed until your job is complete.

Business Impact

Guaranty the Accuracy of Your Mail
Assembly Process
Utilizing full-page Contact Image Sensor (CIS) scanning
technology, the DS-64i can read any type of coding
including optical mark, optical character, and 1D and 2D
matrix barcodes. Because the scanner reads the entire area
of a page, codes can be printed anywhere on the document
and can be read horizontally or vertically. This ensures your
multi-page jobs are assembled correctly, everytime.

Revenue Growth

Customer Engagement

Maximize opportunities to better
communicate with customers

Target specific audiences with inserts to
expand 1:1 customer engagement

Risk Mitigation

Expense Control

Ensure that every recipient receives
the right mail piece

Maximize productivity thanks to speed,
reliability and content accuracy

Specifications
Processing speed

Up to 2,500 env. / hour

Envelope height

90 to 162 mm; 3.5" to 6.38"

7" Color touch screen

Standard

Short feeders

Automatic or glossy materials

Automatic settings

Standard

MaxiFeeder

BRE's and inserts

FlexFeed multi-format feeder

Standard

Maximum set thickness

2 mm

Multi-sheet feeding

Standard & up to 10 sheets

Accumulate before folding

Standard

Cascade from all feeders

Standard

Tip-to-tip sealing

Standard

Feeder configurations

1/1.5/2/2.5 stationer

Mail Assembly

Full page scanning

Standard

1D and 2D Barcode Reader (BCR)

Standard

Job memories
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Optical Mark Reader (OMR)

Standard

Manual feed

Standard

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Standard

Exit options

catch tray/HCVS/side exit

Document loading detection

Standard

Feeder capacity

Up to 325 sheets (80g/m²)

Output Management Software (OMS)

Standard

Inserts capacity

Up to 1,200 with Maxi Feeder
(A5, 80g)

Connectivity

Fold types

V-fold, C-fold, Z-fold, Double
V-fold, no fold

LAN embedded

Standard

Noise level

64.8 dBA to 67.8 dBA

Wi-Fi embedded

Standard

Paper width

130 to 230 mm; 5.1” to 9.3”

Remote Assistance

Standard

Paper height

90 to 356 mm; 3.5”to 14”

Remote Diagnostics

Standard

Envelope width

160 to 248 mm; 6.3" to 9.7"

Mail'n Ship Station Interface

Standard

We’ve Got You Covered
When it comes to operating and maintaining the productivity tools your invested in, Neopost is right by your side to
keep your communications flowing at a price you can afford. DocuCare is a selection of service packages for Neopost
Mail Assembly Systems. Each package is designed to meet a service standard that you're comfortable with and give
you peace of mind knowing that Neopost is the right partner for your business.
We guarantee to keep your mail assembly system operating smoothly and efficiently.

About Neopost
NEOPOST is a global leader in digital communications, shipping and mail solutions. Its mission is to help companies
improve their? interactions with their clients and partners. Neopost provides the most advanced solutions for physical
mail processing (mailing systems and folders-inserters), digital communications management (Customer
Communications Management and Data Quality applications), and supply chain and e-commerce process
optimization (from point of sale to delivery, including associated tracking services).
With a direct presence in 29 countries and nearly 5,800 employees, Neopost reported annual revenue of €1.1 billion in
2017. Its products and services are sold in over 90 countries.
Neopost is listed in compartment A of Euronext Paris and belongs to the SBF 120 index.
For more, go to/Visit neopost.ca

